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Abstract 
The work is based on a comparative study of the traditional and functional Grammar of the Kazakh language.  The previous 
scientific materials devoted to the category of tense had a variety of classifications in the “form” and “meaning” that can be 
divided into three macro groups – past, present and future in all academic manuals and textbooks. In reviewing the category of 
tense from the theoretical and practical side it is impossible to treat the “form” and “meaning” separately. The analyses of the 
scientific literature on differentiation of tenses as well as the selection of the temporary categories of different semantic groups 
were the main problematic questions to the students who had different linguistic backgrounds. 
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1. Introduction  
The paper is devoted to the research of Kazakh Past Tense in terms of the functional grammar in comparison with 
the English language. The main principle of the theory of functional-semantic field is taken as the basis of the 
research, i.e. the analysis of the language units «from form to meaning» and «from meaning to form» through which 
their main functions are considered taking into account the potential of units of different linguistic levels and 
expressing the micro field and periphery of the Past Tense. David Crystal wrote that the ‘fundamental purpose of the 
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language is to make sense – to communicate intelligibly’ and further argued, ‘if there is no grammar, there can be no 
effective communication’. 
    From the second half of  XIX th century the studies of the tense category of the verb had been made by such 
scholars as Troyansky (1824), Kazem-Bek (1846), and Yastremsky (1938) in Turkology. In reviewing the 
classification problem of tense categories in Turkology literature Kordabaev(1953) noted that in grammars of the 
most languages the tenses of verb were logically divided into three and it was the traditional division of an ancient 
time. The theoretical principles and practical recommendations of linguists connected with the different 
classifications in the sphere of traditional grammar as well as functional grammar were worked out. The study of 
various principles of tense forms in different classifications and their influence upon the content (meaning) and 
expression (form) have been made in the process of work.  Until now the question of the importance of Past Tense in 
the Kazakh language as a separate functional-semantic micro field in correlation with similar forms of English has 
not been the object of special study yet.   
 
2. The importance of various principles on the basis of different approaches  
 
In the Soviet period some grammar textbooks appeared on the basis of research works of Kazakh linguists such 
as Amanzholov (1938), Kenesbaev (1942) and Zhyenbaev (1942), Sauranbev and Begalyev (1948), Baitursynov 
(1992),  Zhubanov (1966). The purpose of the study is to examine the importance of theoretical approaches to the 
differentiation of temporary forms of a verb in the Kazakh language which were carried out by different linguists on 
the basis of various principles in comparison with the English Past Indefinite (Simple). According to Zhanabekova 
(2012)  seven principles of the differentiation of temporary forms which are equal features for present, past and 
future include (a) structural (b) vector principle (c) modal principle (d) aspectual principle (e) compound principle 
(f) relative principle (g) transitional principle. Terminal names and functional meanings of each form -ды/ді, -ты/ті, 
-ған/ген, -қан/кен, -атын/етін, -ушы еді/уші еді and etc. have been considered as findings of tense categories   
according to various principles. There is a strong difference in the formation of the Past Tense suffixes that has been 
presented in the works of present manuals of Kazakh linguists.   
2.1. The various principles of tense analysis 
Due to the (a) structural principles the Kazakh Past Tense forms are divided into simple (synthetic) and 
compound (analytical). As mentioned in the literature of the English language (2007) the Past Indefinite is a 
synthetic form (e.g. I worked. He sang). But the interrogative and negative forms are built up analytically, by means 
of the auxiliary verb to do in the Past Indefinite and the infinitive of the notional verb without the particle to (e.g. 
Did you work? We did not work). 
 
Table 1. Past Tense formation of the comparable languages 
1      2                                                                               3 
Language                                 the first component                                                          the second component 
English                                      а) ∆ (regular) +ed 
                                                  б)    irregular-                                                                          - 
Kazakh                              а) ∆ +-ды/-ді,-ған/-ген,-ып/-іп,-атын-етін - 
                                           б) ∆ + ған/-ген,-ып/-іп,-атын/-етін,-ушы/-уші                               еді / екен 
 
(b)  The vector principle defines an action ratio by the time of the speech. This result may be explained by the 
fact that the division of time into past, present and future of the vector principle played a final role. According to this 
principle in traditional grammar Past Tense has three forms: the Evident Past Tense (жедел өткен шақ), the 
Pluperfect Past Tense (бұрынғы өткен шақ) and Past Future (Transitive) Tense (ауыспалы өткен шақ). They are 
close to the English Past Indefinite (Simple) in their meaning functions. 
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Figure 1: Kazakh Past Tenses in comparison with English Past Simple 
Note: Past Transitive (future) Tense is offered as the terminal name 
 
          (c) modal principle. This principle is used to express a period of specific action between the past and 
future. The modality is closely connected to the speaker’s point of view and is of great importance in the history of 
the conjugation of time. There were differences between the attitudes expressed by Zhubanov (1966), Kordabaev 
(1953), and Iskakov (1991) where the subjective point of the speaker to the reality of the information about the 
actions which took place in the past is expressed.  In the earlier findings of Zhubanov (1966) the Past Tense was 
divided into 9 groups and the character of the action happened before the moment of speaking in the past was very 
close in its meaning (see e.g.). The division of Kordabaev (1953) to the reality in the meaning of modality differs 
from the findings of the previous studies.  Due to him it was possible to divide Past Tense into obvious (айғақты) 
and non-obvious (айғақсыз) as if the speaker had been or hadn’t been there when the action happened. In his 
manual of the Present Kazakh Language Iskakov (1991) classified the Past Tense into three groups as: real obvious 
past, not real obvious past and transitive past.  
          The word modality is close to semantics in its attitude of using different stages in the vector line. So in this 
modal principle the English Past Simple is used to express an action occupied a whole period of time over now with 
‘It turned out’ construction. The action after taking place for some time came to an end in the past. 
 
Table 2. The use of Past Simple with a construction. 
1                                                                        2  3 
Construction                                                Past indicator                                               Period of time 
*It turned out                                                        -ed                                                           For or during 
                                                     It turned out that Korkyt ruled the country for many years. 
                                                       Қорқыт  ұзақ жылдар бойы ел басқарыпты 
 
According to Kakzhanova (2005)  the modality of Past Simple semantics is used to express a completed action at a 
definite time in the past, e.g.  After finishing school Altynsarin worked as a clerk at his grandfather Balgozha and as 
a translator at school for many years. For the time of the action happened before the moment of speaking the modal 
auxiliary words of both languages as may have (done) or might have (done) and perhaps, probably, possible are 
often used. E.g. – I can’t find my bag anywhere. – You might have left it in the shop.  /  Perhaps you left it in the 
shop. (Сірə оны дүкенде қaлдырғaн  болуың керек). – I was surprised that Kate wasn’t at the meeting  yesterday. 
– She might not have known about it. / Perhaps she didn’t know about it. (Мүмкін қыз бaлa ол турaлы білмеген 
шығaр). 
(d)  aspectual   principle. This aspectual principle is used to express an internal sign of action period. The term 
“aspectuality” is chosen as a form meaning category, providing inner character of the action. The functional and 
semantic category of aspectuality determines the action by its beginning, termination, formation, duration, 
habitualness, rapidity, etc. So, the aspect of habitualness of action is specifics of habitual past tense of the Kazakh 
verb and it was developed by Kemengeruly as Permanent (regular) Past Tense which was formed by means of the 
suffixes –ушы/уші, атын/етін.The semantic feature of the core field of this past tense is located on a vector axis. 
Evident  
Pluperfect 
*Transitive(Future) 
Past  Kazakh  English 
Past  Simple 
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The essence expressing the internal sign of action period is used as a semantic line. The combined values of 
“aspectuality” and the category of time in one grammatical form indicate close connection between functional 
period of past and present, here the present has no special indicators, and the present is only an extended image. 
e.g. But sometimes he found his work difficult. (Кей кездері ол өзінің жұмысын қиын деп санайтын. Кей 
кездері ол өзінің жұмысын қиын деп санаушы еді.).  The category of aspectuality was defined as different 
process of the action by  Zholshaeva (2009) from the theory of functional grammar. These above mentioned 
principles are considered as the main features in the differentiation of temporary forms of Kazakh verb in general 
and also in comparison with the English language. 
According to Kakzhanova (2005)  the aspectuality of Past Simple semantics is used to express recurrent actions 
in the past.  E.g. I awoke up around six every day last year. Abai generally spent  the evening hour  in solitude.  But 
this meaning is not inherent in the form; it is generally supported by the use of adverbial modifiers of frequency 
such as often, never, now, again, sometimes, for days, etc.  
e.g. You often mentioned her in your letters /Сен өз хаттарыңда оны жиі еске алушы едің. 
    
Table 3.   Comparable analysis of  the main principles 
                            1                                                                    2                                                            3 
                Core field (center)                                           V + ed                                                     Е+ ушы еді 
               
         Periphery  of the field                                           often                                                           жиі 
  
Vector                                                 long time ago                                    көп бұрын (өте алыс) 
  
Modality                                               confidence                                  сенімділік (анық, айғақты) 
  
Aspectual                                         Habitual (recurrent)                                            дағдылы 
 
 
  (e) compound principle. The compound principle is a tense situation, defining the structure of temporary forms 
which express time, and the term of finished action. It is known that all language units according to the contents are 
divided into two groups: simple and difficult. Simple ones are connected with single and difficult ones with 
multiple concepts. This principle is taken for time transferred by means of grammatical forms of synthetic and 
analytical character. 
The compound principle in differentiation of the Kazakh verb is used only for display of semantic types of this 
time. So, in Kenesbayev and Zhyenbayev's (1942) grammar the present is divided into simple and compound. The 
personal use of  compound principle is  identified with the Present Continuous Tense, formed by combinations of 
gerund -ып, -іп, -п in combination with verbs of state отыр, жатыр, тұр, жүр the  Kazakh language and model to 
be (am, are, is) + ... ing with the meaning of duration in English. 
(f) complex principle. The complex principle in the relation to various types of time is realized differently. For 
example, the present, from the point of view of formation of internal semantic groups, in comparison with past and 
future tense, less actively. As the main signs of allocation of the present the accuracy and generalization are chosen. 
For an internal differentiation of semantic groups of forms of future time the modality is chosen.  
As the main feature of future time, the modality was referred to by a number of scientists. Past Tense was 
classified differently, some linguists identified past time due to the modality and vector features. According to 
Professor  
Zhubanov (1966) Past Tense was divided into 8 semantic groups in connection with the complex meanings of 
different principles. He was the first scientist who used the complex principle for internal differentiation of semantic 
types within one time. And other researchers used one principle for the present, other principles for the past tense 
for differentiation of semantic types. 
Mamanov (2007) considered the vector principle as the main preference at a differentiation of semantic groups 
within past time, in future time he allocated the semantic groups by the modal principle. 
 (g) the relative principle was a temporary situation which the semantics of relative time had taken from the 
context, not from the grammatical indicators. In compliance with this principle, Mamanov (2007) added the group 
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of relative time to the past tense paradigm. It was correlated with the semantic groups allocated in functional 
grammar as relative and absolute times. If in absolute time the period of action was correlated to the moment of 
speech, in relative time it was defined in compliance of the second action. Mamanov (2007)  having made a time 
period of the principle, from the relative point of view, he specified grammatical forms -ып eдi, -ган eдi, отыр 
(жатыр, түр, жүр) еді which are formed by means of an analytical method, as the language means forming 
relative time. 
 (h) transitional principle. The transitional (contextual) principle of temporary situation which in quality of 
measurement chooses the transitional time used as uniform in past, present and future tense. The term "transitional" 
is often used at differentiation of  present and future time relatively to the  participle forms  -a,- е, - й. i.e. it is called  
a form of  transitional present and transitional future time and is used in internal semantic divisions  of both times. 
  This time is called as the general future time and the general present by some linguists. Kordabayev (1967) 
united the transitional present and the general present in a present paradigm of time. To the transitional present he 
referred forms - a, - е, - й, and to the general present, according to Zhubanov's (2002)position, auxiliary verbs 
жатыр, жүр are referred. The verbs отыр, тұр are referred to the present continuous. The transitional past tense 
was described in both editions of "Kazakh Grammatikasy". 
 As indicators of transitional past tense in edition of 1967 the forms - тын, - тын (2016) were pointed out. and in 
the edition of 2002 the forms - атын, - етін were pointed out (1996) . Along with it, in Kenesbayev, 
Zhyenbayev and Amanzholov's (1938) works the forms - атын, - етін were given as the forms of transitional past 
time. But in other researches we don't meet a reference about transitional time. Usually in works of other scientists 
the forms - атын, - етін are called as usual past tense. 
 
3. Methods 
 
The research is based on applying scientific universal methods as structural and component analysis of 
differences in the micro field of past, present and future within the former classifications and expressions of 
semantic functions. 
4. Conclusions and Recommendations 
In our opinion, participle forms - a, - е, - й, being indicated in paradigms of the present and future time are 
explained by contextual, syntagmatic value of this affix, and i.e. the same form can mean both present and future 
time. This feature gives the form inconstancy, variability and is used as a basis of time differentiation. Actually, this 
participle form is different from types of tenses and is independent, differentiated by the modal, aspectual, vector 
principles, i.e. in a paradigmatic row taken as grammemes of transitional tenses in a paradigm of times, taken 
according to its context and application. Therefore, this term called transitional should be considered as the 
applicable principle. 
Much information was found while studying the theory of the Kazakh and English fundamentals of Grammar. In 
Kazakh there are three types of Past tense, in English Past Tense is divided according to the four groups of the verb. 
Different linguists have defined the category of tense differently as we have mentioned above. These are the 
differences in the past form building, and in the sphere of semantics of the functional meaning of the action which 
took place in the different level of a vector line will be further specially discussed in a separate stage of our next 
work. Now the tenses of the Kazakh language are studied on the basis of the last academic grammar (2002).  
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